
Coordinating Conjunctions

Name: Date: __/__/20__

One alone of those heroes still lives- ______, to speak more correctly,
suffers-in a village, totally ignored.
1. or

The gambler smiled grimly ______ shrugged his shoulders.2. and

The latter was in the basement- ______ not for long.3. but

There are one ______ two finishing touches to be put.4. or

There was nothing for it ______ to put aside the letter for the present in the
hope that counsel would come to him later.
5. but

In a minute ______ two she had turned into a snow-white loaf, that made
your mouth water.
6. or

In a moment ______ two Lyle answered him.7. or

This liniment should be applied once a day for two ______ three days.8. or

I only know that, like butterflies, for a day ______ two after they go through
theirs, I felt decidedly cold.
9. or

There was a stern severity in the way he said this, which for a moment
______ two actually overpowered me.
10.

or

Then he climbed down ______ went for a prowl.11. and

He went away for a few minutes, ______ then returned.12. and

Therefore, for some reason ______ other-no feasible suggestion on that
subject, so far as I know, has been made-the horse must have died out on
this continent at some period preceding the discovery of America.

13. or

She had witnessed the intense misery beneath which the minister
struggled, ______, to speak more accurately, had ceased to struggle.
14.

or

He paused, bit his lip, ______ walked to the window.15. and
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At the end of that period, then, a new majority is come into place; ______,
in other words, a new generation.
16. or

He sat up at once ______ looked about him.17. and

He refilled her glass ______ handed it to her.18. and

A good deal of firing was kept up by the enemy upon the detail engaged in
the work of destruction, ______ without effect.
19.

but

The beautiful woman broke down ______ began to cry.20. and
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